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Neural networks
for inverse problems

OK for small scale problems
Invert F (train on simulations) -- or bypass F (train on real data)



Neural networks
for inverse problems

Auxiliary data extension task
More robust or favorable inversion

Bridge real vs synthetic divide



Context: seismic inversion

Initialization (velocity model building) by deep nets in Araya 
et al (2018)

Credit: TU Muenchen



Overview

1. Bandwidth extension (w/ Hongyu Sun)

2. “Physics Swap” SymAE (w/ Pawan Bharadwaj 
and Matt Li )



Direct vs inverse problem



Running the forward model






Inverting for m, good initial guess

Data in [0.6, 20] Hz






Inverting for m, bad initial guess

Data in [0.6, 20] Hz






Solving for m
is hard!



Running the forward model (low freq)






Left – resulting data at the surface, high frequencies
Right – resulting data at the surface, low frequencies



A deep net for frequency extrapolation

Convolutional, wide filters, width ~ 100, depth 5



Training from 9 “fake Earths”



True vs extrapolated LF



True vs extrapolated LF



In the time domain



In the frequency domain



Inverting for m, bad initial guess

Data in [0.6, 20] Hz






Inverting for m, bad initial guess

Data in [0.6, 20] Hz with 
extrapolation down to 0.3 Hz






Overview

1. Bandwidth extension (w/ Hongyu Sun)

2. “Physics Swap” SymAE (w/ Pawan Bharadwaj 
and Matt Li )



What can a deep 
net know?

Data
Black box predictor

Simulations
Black box model replicator



What can a deep 
net know?

Data
Black box predictor

Simulations
Black box model replicator

Disentangle explanatory 
components











Direct vs inverse problem













Why deep nets… 
and why not



Why does this 
work?



Outlook
Example of data misfit: Arts et al, 
2007 (Sleipner CO2 injection field)

Co-train from simulations and data

Explaining beyond modeling 



Example: Deepwater statics



Redatuming
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